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The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act: Impact on Insurance 
Companies 
BY V. GERARD COMIZIO 

Introduction 

The Dodd-Frank Act:  Landmark Financial Legislation 

The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (“Dodd-Frank Act”)1 is landmark 
financial legislation that represents the most profound restructuring of financial regulation since the Great 
Depression.  With the primary goal to “restore responsibility and accountability in our financial system to 
give Americans confidence that there is a system in place that works for and protects them,” the Dodd-
Frank Act will have broad impact on the financial services industry for years to come.  

Born out of the financial crisis that erupted in early 2008, the Dodd-Frank Act, composed of a series of 
new laws, is, in the aggregate, breathtaking in its scope. Particularly significant is that the new 
law:  1) creates the Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection (“BCFP”), a new independent consumer 
watchdog agency housed within the Federal Reserve Board (“FRB”),  2) grants to the U.S. Department of 
the Treasury, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) and the FRB broad new powers to seize, 
close and wind down “too big to fail” financial (including non-bank) institutions in an orderly fashion,  
3) establishes a new Financial Stability Oversight Council (“FSOC”), charged with identifying and 
responding to emerging risks throughout the financial system, composed primarily of federal financial 
services regulators and chaired by the Secretary of the Treasury Department,  4) restructures the federal 
regulatory jurisdiction over banks and their parent companies, and abolishes the Office of Thrift 
Supervision (“OTS”),  5) adopts new federal oversight of the insurance industry,  6) adopts new standards 
and rules for the mortgage industry,  7) adopts new bank, thrift and holding company regulation,  
8) adopts new federal regulation of the derivatives market,  9) adopts the so-called Volcker Rule, 
substantially restricting proprietary trading by depository institutions and their holding companies, 
10) imposes requirements for “funeral plans” by large, complex financial companies,  11) establishes new 
regulation of the securitization market through “skin in the game” and enhanced disclosure requirements,  
12) establishes new regulation of interchange fees,  13) establishes new and enhanced compensation and 
corporate governance oversight for the financial services industry,  14) provides enhanced oversight of 
municipal securities,  15) provides a specific framework for payment, clearing and settlement regulation, 
16)  adopts new federal hedge fund regulation,  17) adopts new fiduciary duties and regulation of broker 
dealers, investment companies and investment advisors,  18) tasks the federal banking agencies with 
adopting new and enhanced capital standards for all depository institutions,  19) significantly narrows the 
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scope of federal preemption for national banks and federal thrifts, and  20) places a moratorium on 
ownership of industrial loan banks by non-financial companies. 

Furthermore, the Dodd-Frank Act provides broad and substantial delegations to various federal 
agencies the task of implementing its many provisions through regulation.  Hundreds of new federal 
regulations, studies and reports addressing all of the major areas of the new law will be required, 
ensuring that federal rules and policies in this area will be further developing for years to come. 

The Dodd-Frank Act:  Impact 

The Dodd-Frank Act profoundly impacts all major segments of the financial services industry, including 
1) banks, 2) thrifts, 3) bank, financial and savings and loan holding companies, 4) mortgage 
businesses that include mortgage brokers, mortgage bankers and direct lenders, 5) insurance 
companies, 6) industrial loan companies and their parent companies, 7) investment company, broker-
dealer and investment advisor firms, and 8) hedge funds and private equity funds, and 9) payment 
systems companies. 

This StayCurrent bulletin addresses the impact of the Dodd-Frank Act on insurance companies. 

Title V of the Dodd-Frank Act 

Subtitle A – The Federal Insurance Act of 2010 

Subtitle A of Title V of the Dodd-Frank Act is entitled the “Federal Insurance Office Act of 2010” (the 
“FIO Act”). 

Section 502 of the FIO Act establishes a new Federal Insurance Office (“FIO”) within the Department 
of the Treasury, led by a Director who is appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury.  The 
House-Senate Conference Report states the purpose of the FIO is to “provide the Executive Branch 
and the Congress with a source of information on the national insurance marketplace” but is not “a 
federal regulator or supervisor of insurance.” 

Notwithstanding this description, under the “direction” of the Treasury Department, the FIO has a 
number of substantive functions: 

1) Monitor insurance industry – The FIO has the authority to monitor all aspect of the insurance 
industry, including, “identifying issues or gaps in the regulation of insurers that could contribute to a 
systematic crisis in the insurance industry or the United States financial system.” 

2) Systematic Risk Recommendation – The FIO may recommend to the FSOC that it designate an 
insurer, “including the affiliates of an insurer” as an entity subject to regulation as a nonbank financial 
company supervised by the FRB.  This provision is historic insofar as it provides, for the first time, for 
the potential federal financial regulation of insurance companies. 

3) Monitor Services to Underserved – The FIO is charged with monitoring the extent to which 
“traditionally underserved” communities and consumers, minorities and low and moderate income 
persons have access to affordable insurance products regarding all lines of insurance, except health 
insurance. 
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4) Regulation of International Insurance Matters – The FIO will coordinate federal efforts and 
develop federal policy on prudential aspects of international insurance matters, including representing 
the United States in the International Association of Insurance Supervisors and assisting the Treasury 
Secretary in negotiations of international insurance agreements with respect to the business of 
insurance or reinsurance. 

5) State Consultation – The FIO will consult with the states, including state insurance regulators, 
regarding insurance matters of “national importance” and prudential insurance matters of 
“international importance.” 

6) Advisory Member of the FSOC – The FIO serves in an advisory capacity to the FSOC. 

7) Scope of FIO’s Authority – FIO’s authority extends to all lines of insurance, except health 
insurance, long term care insurance (except those with life or annuity insurance components) and crop 
insurance. 

8) Collection of Information from Insurers and Their Affiliates – The FIO has the authority to 
collect data on and from the insurance industry and insurers.  The FIO may also enter into 
“information-sharing agreements” with any regulators of insurers; analyze and disseminate data and 
information; and issue reports regarding all lines of insurance, except health insurance.  The FIO may 
require any insurer, or any affiliate of an insurer, to submit such data or information as the FIO may 
reasonably require in carrying out its functions. 

To avoid potentially duplicative information and data gathering, the FIO must coordinate in advance 
with any relevant federal agency, state insurance regulator, or other regulatory agency to determine if 
such information or data to be requested by FIO is available in a timely manner from such agencies or 
public sources.  Section 502 of the FIO Act also provides for the confidentiality of non-public data, 
information sharing agreements with state insurance regulators, and subpoena power to obtain 
information and data under prescribed circumstances. 

9) Small Business Exemption Authority – The FIO may create a small business exception to the 
foregoing requirements.   

10) Federal Preemption of State Insurance Measures – The FIO may preempt state insurance 
“measures,” an undefined term, if, and only to the extent that the FIO determines that the measure 
either a) results in less favorable treatment of a non-United States insurer domiciled in a foreign 
jurisdiction that is subject to a “covered agreement” than a United States insurer domiciled, licensed, 
or otherwise admitted in that state, and b) is inconsistent with a covered agreement.  A “covered 
agreement” is defined generally as a written bilateral or multilateral agreement regarding regulation of 
the business of insurance or reinsurance entered into between the United States and one or more 
foreign governments, authorities or regulatory entities.   

Covered agreements must relate to prudential measures that achieve a level of protection for 
consumers that is substantially equivalent to that provided under state insurance law.  A state and 
federal consultation process is required, and public notice of preemptive action to be taken must be 
published in the Federal Register.  Certain state insurance laws related to rates, premiums, 
underwriting, sales practices, coverage requirements, capital or solvency (unless it is discriminating 
against a non-United States insurer) or state anti-trust laws are exempt from preemptive actions by 
the FIO. 
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11) Retention of Existing State Regulatory Authority – Authority in the new law may not be 
construed to provide the FIO or Department of the Treasury with general supervisory or regulatory 
authority over the business of insurance. 

12) Annual Reports to Congress – Beginning September 30, 2011, the FIO must issue annual 
report to Congress on the insurance industry, regarding the global reinsurance markets, any 
preemption actions, and any other information deemed relevant by the FIO or requested by the U.S. 
Congress. 

13) Study and Report on Insurance Regulation – No less than 18 months after enactment of the 
law, the FIO is required to conduct a study and submit a report to Congress on “how to modernize and 
improve the system of insurance regulation in the United States,” based on and guided by, the 
following considerations: 

 Systemic risk regulation with respect to insurance. 

 Capital standards and the relationship between capital allocation and liabilities, including 
standards relating to liquidity and duration risk. 

 Consumer protection for insurance products and practices, including gaps in state regulation. 

 The degree of national uniformity of state insurance regulation. 

 The regulation of insurance companies and affiliates on a consolidated basis. 

 International coordination of insurance regulation. 

The study and report must also examine the following factors: 

 The costs and benefits of potential Federal regulation of insurance across various lines of 
insurance (except health insurance). 

 The feasibility of regulating only certain lines of insurance at the Federal level, while leaving 
other lines of insurance to be regulated at the state level. 

 The ability of any potential Federal regulation or Federal regulators to eliminate or minimize 
regulatory arbitrage. 

 The impact that developments in the regulation of insurance in foreign jurisdictions might 
have on the potential Federal regulation of insurance. 

 The ability of any potential Federal regulation or Federal regulator to provide robust 
consumer protection for policyholders. 

 The potential consequences of subjecting insurance companies to a Federal resolution 
authority, including the effects of any Federal resolution authority— 

– on the operation of state insurance guaranty fund systems, including the loss of 
guaranty fund coverage if an insurance company is subject to a Federal resolution 
authority; 
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– on policyholder protection, including the loss of the priority status of policyholder claims 
over other unsecured general creditor claims; 

– in the case of life insurance companies, on the loss of the special status of separate 
account assets and separate account liabilities; and 

– on the international competitiveness of insurance companies. 

 Such other factors as the FIO Director determines necessary or appropriate, consistent with 
the foregoing considerations. 

The FIO is required to consult, as appropriate, with state insurance regulators, consumer 
organizations, representatives of the insurance industry and policyholders, “and other organizations 
and experts” in assembling this Congressional report.  

Subtitle B – The Nonadmitted and Reinsurance Reform Act of 2010 

Subtitle B of Title V of the Dodd-Frank Act is entitled the “Nonadmitted and Reinsurance Reform Act of 
2010” (the “Act”) and has a general effective date of 12 months after enactment.   

The Act creates a uniform system for nonadmitted insurance premium tax payments based upon the 
home state of the policyholder, encourages the states to develop a compact or other procedural 
mechanism for uniform tax allocation, and establishes regulatory deference for the home state of the 
insured.  The Act adopts uniform eligibility requirements for nonadmitted insurers as developed and 
promulgated by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) in the Nonadmitted 
Insurance Model Act.  Furthermore, the Act allows direct access to the nonadmitted insurance markets 
for certain sophisticated commercial purchasers. 

The Act also streamlines the regulation of reinsurance by applying single state regulation for financial 
solvency and credit for reinsurance.  Credit for reinsurance determinations will be controlled by the 
state of domicile of the ceding insurer.  Reinsurance solvency regulation will be controlled by the state 
of domicile of the reinsurer provided such state is NAIC-accredited or has financial solvency 
requirements substantially similar to the requirements necessary for NAIC accreditation.  Under the 
Act, non-domiciliary states are specifically prohibited from applying their reinsurance laws in an extra-
territorial manner. 

Other Provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act That Impact Insurance Companies  

Insurance Companies that are Savings and Loan Holding Companies with Trust-Only 
Thrift Subsidiaries 

Prior to the passage of Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999, a number of insurance companies chartered 
trust–only federal savings associations regulated by the soon to be abolished OTS.  For a more 
detailed discussion of federal savings associations and the OTS, see Paul Hastings StayCurrent—The 
Dodd-Frank Act: Impact on Federal Preemption for National Banks and Federal Thrifts.  As a result, 
these insurance companies are regulated as savings and loan holding companies (“SLHCs”).  Pursuant 
to Section 311 of Title III of the Dodd-Frank Act, regulation of SLHCs is transferred to the FRB as of 
the “transfer date,” defined as one year after enactment of the Dodd-Frank Act; this period may be 
extended six months.  The FRB is required to apply regulation under the Home Owners’ Loan Act to 
SLHCs until the OCC determines that there are no thrift institutions left in the United States.  The 
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prospect of FRB oversight is nonetheless of concern to insurance companies that own or control OTS-
regulated trust companies, and otherwise have no depository institution subsidiaries or affiliates. 

To address this concern, Section 604 of Title VI specifically excludes from the definition of SLHC under 
the HOLA any company that controls a savings association that functions solely in a “trust or fiduciary 
capacity.”  This exemption parallels a similar trust exemption from bank holding company regulation 
by the FRB provided under Section 2(c)(2)(D) of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956. 

The effective date of this exemption is the above-described transfer date. 

The Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection 

Title X of the Dodd-Frank Act is entitled the “Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010” (“CFP Act”).   

The BCFP Act establishes the BCFP, a new federal consumer watchdog agency.  The BCFP’s primary 
purpose is to implement and enforce new federal consumer financial law and regulate various aspects 
of consumer financial products and services to protect consumers.  For a more detailed discussion of 
the BCFP, see Paul Hastings StayCurrent—The Dodd-Frank Act: The Bureau of Consumer Financial 
Protection.  

Regarding the business of insurance, generally, the BCFP has no authority to exercise any power to 
enforce federal consumer financial laws against any “person” (broadly defined to include natural 
persons as well as any corporate entity) regulated by a state insurance regulator. 

While an exemption from the BCFP’s lack of authority over insurance applies to any person offering or 
providing any consumer financial products or services, this exemption provides that the BCFP may not 
exercise any authority granted to state insurance authorities under the “functional regulation” 
provisions of Section 505(a)(6) of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 (“GLBA”).  Section 505(a)(6) 
of the GLBA states that the McCarran-Ferguson Act “remains the law of the United States.”  

The impact of these provisions is that the BCFP is not intended to regulate the business of insurance.  
This lack of authority, though, should not be confused with the BCFP’s ability to regulate other 
consumer financial activities of insurance company affiliates. 

The Dodd-Frank Act:  Action Plan for Insurance Companies 

Insurance companies will be well-served to have an action plan in response to Title V of the 
Dodd-Frank Act.  We recommend that this action plan include actions addressing the following major 
areas: 

 
 Study and Report on Insurance Regulation – This report will make recommendations that 

could lead to further federal oversight or regulation of the insurance industry.  In accordance 
with the consulting requirements imposed on FIO in assembling this report, insurance 
companies and insurance trade groups should be proactive with the FIO, state insurance 
regulators and legislators on the direction and recommendations of this report. 

 Systemic Risk Supervision – Be proactive and prepared to head off or rebut arguments by 
FIO that your insurance company’s operations pose systemic risk to either the insurance 
industry or the United States financial system as a whole.  Suffice to say, the consequences 
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of being deemed a “systemic risk” company subject to FRB oversight and regulation are 
significant and consequential. 

 Data and Information Collection by FIO – Be proactive with state insurance regulators and 
the FIO in avoiding duplication or overlapping data and information collection by the FIO.  
Small and mid-sized insurance companies should be proactive in seeking a small business 
exemption from these requirements. 

 SLHCs that Own or Control OTS-Regulated Trust Companies – Take prompt steps necessary 
to deregister as a SLHC. 

 Regulation of International Insurance Matters – It appears that the FIO will act in a 
consolidated home country regulator role on international insurance matters and related 
preemption of state laws.  The FIO’s actions in both areas should be closely monitored, and 
challenged when necessary. 

 State Consultation – On a wide range of matters covered by Title V, the FIO will be 
consulting with state insurance regulators on both particular insurers and the insurance 
industry as a whole.  Be proactive in understanding your regulator(s) potential responses in 
such consultations. 

 

To view other thought leadership pieces on how this landmark legislation and the myriads of 
implementing regulations will affect your industry, please follow this link. 

   

If you have any questions concerning these developing issues, please do not hesitate to contact any of 
the following Paul Hastings lawyers: 

Atlanta 

Chris Daniel 
404-815-2217 
chrisdaniel@paulhastings.com 

Erica Berg Brennan 
404-815-2294 
ericabrennan@paulhastings.com 

San Francisco 

Stanton R. Koppel 
415-856-7284 
stankoppel@paulhastings.com 

Washington, D.C. 

V. Gerard Comizio 
202-551-1272 
vgerardcomizio@paulhastings.com 

Lawrence D. Kaplan 
202-551-1829 
lawrencekaplan@paulhastings.com    

Kevin L. Petrasic 
202-551-1896 
kevinpetrasic@paulhastings.com

 
 
1  Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Pub. L. No. 111-203, 124 Stat. 1376 (enacted on July 21, 2010).  The general effective 

date of the Dodd-Frank Act is July 22, 2010. 
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